
ChatPert connects people who have any sort of questions with experts who
can answer them through scheduled live chats. People can sign-up, search for
experts, look for their availability and book an appointment to seek guidance.

BAINTEC: Helping clinics and health professionals treat their patients' lower
members' pain with personalized insoles.

Baldr Medical: Low-Cost and Portable Imaging Solutions for High-Risk and
Expensive Industry Issues

STUDENT INNOVATION INCUBATOR

C L A S S  O F  2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2
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Aiden's Friends is an augmented reality behavior modification experience that
helps children complete daily living routines independently.

BAINTEC

ChatPert

https://baintec.negocio.site/
http://chatpert.ceo.pitchpages.io/
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GreenHorn is an application used to connect recently relocated new hires
to others with similar situations who are trying to adjust to their new
locations.

Design To Device (D2D) is a company developing an innovative learning
platform for science. A stem kit and mobile app which introduces AR and VR
offered by D2D provides users an immersive experience while learning
physics and electronics.

ComaKan: Provide US-sourced food products to companies supporting
military or mining operations in remote areas

DysBindi is a company that aims to make dyslexics feel like they belong in
the school. One step towards that goal is to finally have academic books
catered specifically to dyslexics. DysBindi works with academic book
publishers to transform existing books into dyslexic-friendly versions. 

ErrandRun saves people time and headache by providing a network of
vetted Runners to complete tasks and run errands.

Future Generators: The solar tower light that is portable for construction
and events.

Future
Generators

Design to Device

http://designtodevice.com/


Lemniscity is a cloud-storage company that works on utilizing the free storage
on internet-connected devices of users around the world as a low-cost hybrid
cloud-storage solution to clients. The platform is based on a secure cloud
framework that will distribute clients' data on those allotted free storage.

JsonPDF is a Software as a Service company that makes it easy for developers
to design and render dynamic PDF files. Users can design PDF templates
through the JsonPDF designer and then render them through an easy-to-use
API.

Lokabrenna Dynamics: Consultation, prototyping, & product development for
engineered robotics and controlled systems.

MERMAaid bridges the gap between marine ecosystem restoration and
technology development to fill monitoring and assessment research gaps.
The goal of MERMAaid is to work with both parties to understand the
ecological monitoring objectives, establish a monitoring framework and
analysis plan, and operationalize this plan in a project management role.

Intersecting Pathways is a health and wellness coaching company that
bridges the various individual sectors affecting one’s health and wellbeing to
provide a more wholistic approach to improving one’s health and well, with a
particular focus on mental health. The company slogan is  “Intersecting
Pathways, everything is connected.” 

Lokabrenna
Dynamics
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Jsonpdf

http://jsonpdf.com/
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QuestDeck has created an educational platform which utilizes artificial
intelligence algorithms to generate questions for users based on content
that is placed in the application.

At Pi Innovations we use modern-day technology to solve modern-day
problems, mainly focusing on environmental issues.

Mudai Studios is a Creative Collective that focuses on the entertainment
sector. The company develops video games, creates animations, and shorts,
and sponsors digital cultural exchange using multiple platforms and
methods. “Lose yourself to coop profoundly.

Mission Majority: We are the first First person Intersectional Cultural
Database.Our features such as Let’s connect, market, and more allow you to
connect and explore your own community while interacting with other
communities.

Only Wave is a Multimedia Production / Creative Marketing Agency built on
reach. Our team is comprised of young talents who understand the
magnitude of hitting upload on social media platforms and thrive on using
that power to send messages and create change through a blanket of
entertainment and art.

Only Wave

http://onlywave.net/
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U-Park is a digital parking solution for college campuses and venues that
utilize a common parking system. By combining sensor technology, IOT and
cloud storage, U-park delivers live data on parking availability to end users
through a phone application. 

Treehouse: A modular online platform for friends, students, and
professionals to organize, collaborate and socialize.

Tee Cox Publishing, LLC is a hospitality & entertainment reservation
platform. The mission is to coordinate talent by creating a collaborative
team specializing in table management and box office tickets for musical
entertainment, comedy shows, art galleries, and social gatherings for the
creative arts. 

VRET Solutions or Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy helps mental
healthcare professionals treat various mental health care conditions like
phobia or anxiety of a feared object, environment, or situation through a
controlled and systematic exposure of the feared object, environment or
situation in a virtual world, the exposure being through a mobile app.

Suki Skin: An application meant to match your skin microflora with
suitable, accessible, and affordable existing skincare.

The idea that "Total Taste" extends is to bring the unique flavors together
at a single place that boasts of multi-ethnic blend. Total Taste is committed
to the accessibility of healthy international foods at an affordable price to
the American population.


